
MJ Gasket always delivers high-quality engine
gaskets, seals, and related parts.

Last time, we introduced the gasket for the GM LB7/LLY 6.6L engine, and this
time we will continue to introduce the EGR Valve Gasket for the GM LML 6.6L,
which is designed with multiple layers of stainless steel for high strength, wear
resistance and corrosion resistance. Its multi-layer structure ensures a sealing
effect, excellent high temperature resistance, and long-term stable sealing,
extending the service life of the EGR system.
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List Out 12 Types of Engine Gaskets

Crankcase Breather
Gasket Oil Cooler Gasket

Cylinder Head Gasket PHE Gasket

Fuel Injector Seal Turbo Actuator
Gasket

Fuel Pump Gasket Turbo Gasket

Hydraulic Pump Gasket Valve Cover Gasket

O-ring Water Pump Gasket

>> List Out All Types of Engine Gaskets

About MJ

MJ Gasket has always been committed to development and exploration, as reflected in
our tagline "DEVELOP NONSTOP". Since our inception in the early 1980s, we initially
focused on supplying heavy-duty engine gaskets. We have diversified our product range
significantly. Today, we offer gaskets for various industries and devices, and our list of
offerings continues to expand. We remain open-minded and adaptable, constantly
embracing change in the pursuit of making your gasket needs a reality. Our unwavering
dedication to innovation allows us to meet the ever-changing demands of our customers.
As we move forward, we eagerly anticipate further advancements, envisioning a future
where our gaskets come to life in even more remarkable ways.

Why MJ
Accepts Small Orders and Ships Quickly
We accept low MOQ and ship with international express shipping companies such as UPS, TNT, DHL,
FedEx and FedEx Heavyweight shipping service.
Develops Gaskets in Many Fields
We have developed more fields such as pickup truck engine gaskets, crankcase breather gaskets, PHE
gaskets, etc. Visit our Types of Gaskets page to discover more.

Invests High Precision Machines for Quality
We are an ISO:9001 qualified gasket supplier and adopt high precision machines to ensure the product
quality.
Elevates Your Product Image
Besides putting your logo on the gasket, we offer customized shrink/zipper bag packaging with your own
company design.
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